
 

HIGHLANDS EL ENCINAR GOES TO TEXAS! 
SEPTEMBER 20 

 
Years ago Highlands El Encinar and Saint Michael’s Catholic Academy in Austin, Texas, 
(https://www.smca.com/page) crafted together a student 
exchange program to offer our students a prestigious cultural and 
language experience.  
 
Saint Michael offers a 3-week exchange program, which would 
involve our students going there the third week of September 
2020 and their coming to us for two weeks during their 2021 
winter break. (After Christmas) 
 
Families’ availability to host an American student after next Christmas is essential to 
participate in the exchange. The US students participating in the exchange are older than our 
students, but, due to our former experience, students’ different age has also proven a 
successful experience.  
 
The most interesting part of this program is how affordable it has become as families will 
only have to pay for the flights and a little budget for the US students’ day trips when they 
come here. 
Over the course of the three weeks, Highlands’ students will take the classes Saint Michael 
offers, the perks of day trips and lunch. We estimate that the cost of the trip is around 1,600, 
although it may vary depending on the number of students.  
 
We will look for about 12 students from 2rd- 4th ESO (this school year) to enjoy this 
experience, with the participants chosen by writing to Miss Jo Triviño an email with a 
short text in English that explains the reasons why the student is interested in this exchange 
program, his/her academic background, main interests and any detail that would help both 
schools to make successful matches. (jtrivino@highlandselencinar.es).  
Deadline to register: End of March 
Confirmation of registration: 17th of April  
 
We are looking forward to succeeding in our common effort to unite the world through 
schooling. 

Miss Jo Triviño 
Languages  Coordinator  

jtrivino@highlandselencinar.es 
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